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Abstract 
 
The basis of this analysis is a model presented at the ACM International Conference in New                
York on AI in Finance in October 2020. [1] 
 
The authors claim that the introduced deep reinforcement learning ensemble model outperforms            
the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index, and the three individual algorithms that form the              
ensemble in terms of the risk-adjusted returns measured by the Sharpe ratio. Furthermore, it is               
claimed that the ensemble is more robust and reliable than the individual agents. [1] 
 
We evaluate these claims for statistical significance. As some weaknesses of the model become              
evident, we suggest a work-around and show the results with the suggested alteration. Finally,              
we combine all the findings and present an alternative model.   
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1. Introduction 
 
The fund management industry may be organized into active and passive. Passive fund             
management tries to replicate the performance of an index and has become very popular since               
the Global Financial Crisis in the form of Exchange Traded Funds. [2] 
 
Active fund management aims to outperform the index via discretionary or automated            
strategies. With the ever increasing computational power, advances in the field of Artificial             
Intelligence1, and the extraordinary success of pioneers like Jim Simons [4], active, automated,             
quantitative approaches in the form of computer programs - commonly known as “algos” - now               
make up the vast majority of trading volume on exchanges in the US2.  
 
The model which forms the basis of this analysis is one example of such a computer program.                 
[1] 
 
The remainder of this paper introduces related work. It then gives a bird’s-eye-view of how the                
algorithm works. In section 4 we look at the results of the deep learning ensemble, discuss                
shortfalls of the model and suggest a work-around. The summary of our findings is the basis of                 
a new model. We then compare the performance of the new model to the original model. [1] It                  
concludes with ideas for future work. Appendix A contains the details to the statistical tests and                
Appendix B contains hitherto not mentioned experiments. 
 
  

1 “Recently, self-learning systems have achieved remarkable success in several challenging problems for             
artificial intelligence, by combining reinforcement learning with deep neural networks. In this talk, I              
describe the ideas and algorithms that led to AlphaGo: the first program to defeat a human champion in                  
the game of Go; AlphaZero: which learned, from scratch, to also defeat the world computer champions in                 
chess and shogi; and AlphaStar: the first program to defeat a human champion in the real-time strategy                 
game of StarCraft.” [3] 
 
2 “In the U.S. stock market and many other developed financial markets, about 70-80 percent of overall                 
trading volume is generated through algorithmic trading.” [5] 
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2. Related work 
 
The rise of the use of algos in finance as seen in the share of trading volume has mainly been                    
driven by advances in the underlying computer programs. The development from machine            
learning to the use of artificial intelligence in the form of neural networks in general, and deep                 
reinforcement learning algorithms in particular has its origins in the success of these algos in               
other domains, specifically in gaming. [3]  
 
Deep Reinforcement learning combines the idea of object formulation and object optimization in             
the form of reinforcement learning and deep learning. [3] These types of algorithms are typically               
categorized into either of the following three types: a) actor-only, b) critic-only, and c) actor-critic.               
[6] 
 
The idea of the actor-only type is to learn from the observation state directly. The critic-only                
algorithms on the other hand are choosing their actions based on the value-network’s             
prediction. Finally, the actor-critic algorithm’s idea is to exploit the advantages of both types. It               
employs two agents: an actor deciding actions based on the state of the environment and a                
critic computing the rewards of those actions. The idea is that the actor’s network is gradually                
adjusted so to maximize the rewards predicted by the critic. [6]  
 
The deep reinforcement learning ensemble model at the heart of this study is a pure actor-critic                
ensemble. All its three algos - Advantage Actor Critic (A2C), Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient              
(DDPG), and Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) fall into this category. [1] 
 
 

3. Algorithm 
 
Firstly, the stock market data of the Dow Jones Industrial Index for its 30 members from 2009 to                  
mid-2020 is preprocessed. This process results in consistent, that is adjusted for stock splits              
and dividends, end of day prices, price-based technical indicators3, and a turbulence4 index.  
 
The individual agents then get trained from January 2009 to October 2015 based on the               
preprocessed data. The agent that achieved the highest risk-adjusted return, commonly known            

3 Technical indicators try to take advantage of market inefficiencies and are used in short-term trading.                
They are either trend- or momentum-based. The model introduces four such indicators to the observation               
space. [1] 
4 turbulencet = (yt − µ) Σ−1 (yt − µ)’ ∈ R, where yt ∈ R D denotes the stock returns for current period t, µ                          
∈ R D denotes the average of historical returns, and Σ ∈ R D×D denotes the covariance of historical                   
returns. [1] 
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as Sharpe ratio5, in the three months prior to the start of the trading period - January 2016 - is                    
picked by the ensemble.  
 
This three month selection process is called the validation period. The selected algorithm then              
exclusively trades for the next three months.  
 
Prior to every day of trading the level of the current turbulence index is compared with a                 
constant threshold and all positions are squared if the current index exceeds that threshold.              
Trading resumes when the turbulence index falls below the threshold. 

 
 
This training-validation-trading cycle   
gets extended by three months and      
repeated until the end. 
 
The stock market is modelled as a       
Markov Decision Process in a     
standard reinforcement learning   
environment. [7]  

 
Graph 1: Stock data splitting. Adjusted from [1]  
 
 
Stock prices, a money balance, the current portfolio, and four technical indicators are part of the                
observation space. Buy, sell, or holding of securities are part of the action space. Finally, a                
reward function to maximise the money balance is formulated. 
 

 
Graph 2: Modelling of a stock-market environment from [1] 

5 We define the Sharpe ratio as: (annual return) / (annualized standard deviation of daily returns) 
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For a more detailed discussion see [1] [7] and for the python code see [8]. 
 

4. Experiments 
 
This report focuses on an analysis of the performance of the deep reinforcement learning              
ensemble model introduced in the paper and suggestions for improving its performance. The             
results of section 6.2 of the paper are based on only seven runs6. [1] This is not sufficient to                   
draw statistically supported conclusions. [9] Based on 30 runs each, the trading performance of              
the ensemble, its agents individually, and the Dow Jones Index is as follows: 
 
 

 
 
Table 1: Performance overview  
 
 
The benchmark, DJIA30, is greyed out as it is the result of one backtest based on the data                  
compared to the 30 runs each of the ensemble and its individual agents that were produced                
from stochastic learning processes. 
 
We can now test the paper’s claim of risk-adjusted outperformance of the ensemble compared              
to a buy and hold strategy of the benchmark index for statistical significance. 
 
A test7 of normal distribution for the ensemble’s Sharpe ratios produces a high p-value and               
hence the hypothesis of normally distributed Sharpe ratios can not be dismissed. The z-value of               
the buy & hold Sharpe ratio is outside a 95%-confidence interval. Consequently, we agree with               
the paper’s claim of the ensemble’s risk-adjusted outperformance based on statistical           
significance. 
 

6 see backtesting.ipynb, 24th January 2021 on webpage: 
https://github.com/AI4Finance-LLC/Deep-Reinforcement-Learning-for-Automated-Stock-Trading-Ensembl
e-Strategy-ICAIF-2020 
 
7 See detailed calculations under Appendix A.1, and Appendix A.1.1 
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4.1 Analysis of potential shortfalls of the ensemble model 

4.1.1 Validation/trading period 
The ensemble model introduced uses a three month validation period at the end of              
which the agent with the highest Sharpe ratio during that period is picked to exclusively               
trade for the next three months. [1] This logic is rolled forward until the end of the trading                  
period. Additionally, it uses a constant turbulence index threshold level of 140 to avoid              
trading during unusual volatile periods.  
 
Is it possible to achieve better results with a different combination of validation/trading             
periods? Simulation of 30 runs each produced the following results: 
 

 
 
Table 2: Performance overview for different validation/trading period combinations 

 
 
It is evident that a 4m/4m combination of validation/trading period produced higher            
returns. However, the 3m/3m combination produced the highest risk-adjusted returns.          
We therefore agree that a 3m/3m validation/trading period combination chosen by the            
authors [1] produces the best risk-adjusted returns. 

 

4.1.2 Validation rule 
Intuitively, it looks like a good idea to pick a trader that is currently in form to do the                   
trading for the immediate future. This is essentially what the ensemble is doing by using               
a three months validation period and deciding the agent that is going to be trading for the                 
next three months based on the agents’ risk-adjusted performance during the validation            
period.  
 
However, if we simulate 30 runs of an ensemble with the same validation/trading             
combination and a turbulence index of 140 that picks its agent to do the trading               
randomly, the results are as follows: 
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Table 3: Performance of original-ensemble versus a random-choice ensemble 
 
 
The results produced by 30 simulations of the random-choice ensemble are better on all              
four performance criteria, notably it also produced better risk-adjusted returns.  
 
As the difference between the two models is very small, we conclude that the result of a                 
‘random-choice’ ensemble produces as good risk-adjusted returns as the original          
ensemble.8 
 
 

4.1.3 Turbulence Index 
Firstly, we want to find the best threshold level possible: Introducing various threshold             
levels for the buy and hold strategy produces the following results for the period between               
4th January 2016 to 12th May 2020: 
 

 
 
Table 4: Dow Jones Industrial performance with different turbulence index levels 
 
 
A t-test between the produced Sharpe ratios of a turbulence index threshold level of 120               
and 140 for each quarter during the period 2010 to 2016 was not able to dismiss the                 

8 See detailed calculations under Appendix A.2 and Appendix A.2.1 
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hypothesis that both produce equally good risk-adjusted returns.9 We conclude that the            
threshold of 140 for the turbulence index as used in the paper [1] is the right level if a                   
turbulence index is used.  
  
It becomes clear that the introduction of the turbulence index for the benchmark vastly              
improves its risk-adjusted performance from a Sharpe ratio of 0.39 as per table 1 to 1.14                
as per table 4.  
 
Even though the performance of the benchmark improves with the help of the turbulence              
index, the ensemble model still produces significantly better risk-adjusted returns.10 
 
However, the introduction of a turbulence index threshold is problematic as it requires to              
set a constant variable in a dynamic environment.  

 
 

4.1.3.1 An alternative to the turbulence index 
 

One way to tweak the ensemble and circumvent the problem of setting a constant in a                
dynamic environment and the critique of having its performance to compare to an             
equivalent benchmark is to replace the turbulence index with a new, observable variable             
like the VIX.11  
 
This gives the ensemble the opportunity to learn adjusting its positions when there is              
turbulence ahead. Turbulence is then based on its own judgement. 
 
Here is the result produced by 30 samples of the ensemble without a turbulence index               
but VIX data instead: 
 

9 See detailed calculations under Appendix A.3 and Appendix A.3.1 
10 See detailed calculations under Appendix A.3.2 
11VIX data is freely available for download. “The VIX Index is a financial benchmark designed to be an                  
up-to-the-minute market estimate of expected volatility of the S&P 500 Index, and is calculated by               
using the midpoint of real-time S&P 500® Index (SPX) option bid/ask quotes. More specifically, the               
VIX Index is intended to provide an instantaneous measure of how much the market thinks the S&P                 
500 Index will fluctuate in the 30 days from the time of each tick of the VIX Index.”, 26th January 2021                     
from webpage: https://www.cboe.com/tradable_products/vix/faqs/ 
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Table 5: Performance of the original ensemble versus an ensemble without a turbulence index but VIX data 
 
 
We can conclude that the newly introduced ensemble’s risk-adjusted returns are           
equivalent to the original ensemble’s.12 Additionally, the problem of finding the optimal            
turbulence level and then setting this level as a constant has been avoided. 

 
 

4.1.4 Ensemble versus agents 
As indicated in Table 1, the performance of the ensemble is not better than its agents. In                 
fact, it is worthwhile analyzing if the DDPG agent outperforms the ensemble significantly.             
Despite having outperformed the ensemble in all four performance criteria, the result of a              
t-Test13 on the produced Sharpe ratios shows that the risk-adjusted outperformance of            
the DDPG agent is not significant. 

 

4.1.4.1 Robustness of DDPG results 
 

The authors [1] claim to make the trading strategy more robust and reliable by deploying               
the ensemble. “Annualized volatility and max drawdown measure the robustness of a            
model.” [1] 
 
The claim of increasing the strategy’s robustness and reliability can not be maintained.             
Even though the annualized volatility of the returns is significantly lower for the ensemble              
it is not the case for the drawdowns.14 
 
 

12 See detailed calculations under Appendix A.4 and Appendix A.4.1 
13 See detailed calculations under Appendix A.5 and Appendix A.5.1 
14 See detailed calculations under Appendix A.6, Appendix A.6.1, Appendix A.7 and Appendix A.7.1 
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4.2 Summary of findings 
 
The risk-adjusted performance of a single DDPG agent produces as high risk-adjusted            
returns as the original ensemble. Its results are as robust and reliable as the ensemble’s. 
 
Additionally, every three months the ensemble uses a validation period to pick the             
best-performing agent to do the trading for the next quarter. Given that the results of an                
ensemble that picks its trader randomly produces equally good results, we see no value              
in the validation process. 
 
Finally, we regard the use of a constant turbulence index level as problematic.  
 
We conclude that an improved model should be built around a DDPG agent only. This is                
computationally less expensive, and it eliminates the decision after the validation period            
in the original model. To further make use of our findings, we are looking at the                
performance of the DDPG model without a turbulence index but VIX data instead in our               
next section. 

 
 

5. A new model 
 
Having shown the weaknesses of the ensemble, a new, improved model may be built as a sole                 
3m3m DDPG agent with VIX data as part of the observation space instead of using a turbulence                 
index level. 
 
The simulation of 30 runs arrives at the following results: 
 

 
 
Table 6: Performance of the original ensemble versus the new model 
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The results look very promising as the new model beats the original ensemble model in all                
categories. Although better, the risk-adjusted outperformance of the new model is not            
significant.15Nevertheless, we think the newly introduced model is better compared to the            
original ensemble [1]:  
 
It produces equally good risk-adjusted returns. 
It Is equally robust16.  
It does not require a constant turbulence index threshold. 
It does not require a validation period criteria. 
It is less computationally expensive. 
It is simpler.  
 
 

6. Conclusions and ideas for future work 
 
It is possible to improve the original ensemble model by focusing on its best performing agent                
and introducing VIX data instead of a turbulence index. 
 
There are plenty of areas for future work to improve the performance of new models that are                 
either based on the original ensemble or the newly introduced model.  
 
We see opportunities in a revised ensemble algorithm that may not use its agents exclusively               
during the trading period but weights its actions as per the validation period performance. It is                
also worthwhile to consider additional agents or different agents as part of the ensemble. In               
addition to the authors [1] suggested areas of future research, we also see potential in               
expanding the action space for short selling of stocks, and introducing money management             
rules. [12] 
 
As the ensemble is computationally expensive, there may be more scope for additional             
variables in the newly introduced model. Particularly trading volume is often used in context with               
technical indicators. It may be worth amending the model itself by introducing parameter noise.              
[13] Probably the most challenging but also most promising area of research may be the               
introduction of new, deeper neural networks.  
 
 
  

15 See detailed calculations under Appendix A.8 and Appendix A.8.1  
16 See detailed calculations under Appendix A.9, Appendix A.9.1, Appendix A.10 and Appendix A.10.1 
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Appendix A: Statistical Tests 

A.1 D'Agostino and Pearson test for normal distribution of the 
Sharpe ratios produced by the ensemble 
 

 
 

A.1.1 z-Value of buy and hold strategy 
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A.2 D'Agostino and Pearson test for normal distribution of the          
Sharpe ratios produced by the random-choice-ensemble 
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A.2.1 t-Test of Sharpe ratios of original ensemble versus a random-choice           
ensemble 
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A.3 D'Agostino and Pearson test for normal distribution of the          
Sharpe ratios produced by the threshold levels 120 and 140 
 
By splitting the period from 5th January 2010 to 6th January 2016, and running performance               
backtests for each quarter we get the following Sharpe ratios: 
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A.3.1 t-Test of Sharpe ratios with turbulence threshold at 120 and 140 to             
determine the best turbulence threshold level 
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A.3.2 z-Value of buy and hold strategy with turbulence index 
 

 
 
 

A.4 D'Agostino and Pearson test for normal distribution of the 
Sharpe ratios produced by the ensemble with VIX but no 
turbulence index 
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A.4.1 t-Test of Sharpe ratios of original ensemble versus an ensemble           
without the turbulence index but VIX data 
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A.5 D'Agostino and Pearson test for normal distribution of the 
Sharpe ratios produced by the DDPG agent 
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A.5.1 t-Test of original ensemble’s Sharpe ratios versus DDPG’s Sharpe 
ratios 
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A.6 D'Agostino and Pearson test for normal distribution of 
standard-deviations of returns of ensemble and DDPG agent 
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A.6.1 t-Test of original ensemble’s volatility (=standard deviation) of returns 
versus DDPG’s volatility of returns 
 

 

 

A.7 D’Agostino and Person test for normal distribution of max 
drawdowns of ensemble and DDPG agent 
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A.7.1 t-Test of max drawdowns of original ensemble versus DDPG agent 
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A.8 D'Agostino and Pearson test for normal distribution of Sharpe ratios of 
the new model 
 

 

A.8.1 t-Test of original ensemble’s Sharpe ratios versus the new model’s 
Sharpe ratios 
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A.9 D'Agostino and Pearson test for normal distribution of 
standard-deviations of the new model 
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A.9.1 t-Test of original ensemble’s volatility (=standard deviation) of returns 
versus the new model’s volatility of returns 
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A.10 D’Agostino and Person test for normal distribution of max 
drawdowns of the new model 

 

A.10.1 t-Test of max drawdowns of original ensemble versus the new 
model’s max drawdowns 
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Appendix B: Further experiments 
 

B.1 DDPG agent without any technical indicators, nor VIX data,          
nor turbulence index, i.e. only price, current portfolio, and money          
balance in observation space 
 
Given that all the technical indicators used are derivatives of the price, we found it worthwhile to                 
test a slimmed down DDPG agent’s performance. Here is the result of 30 runs compared to the                 
original ensemble: 
 

 
 
Table 7: Performance of the original ensemble versus a slimmed down DDPG agent 
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Its risk-adjusted performance is no worse than the original ensemble’s: 
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B.2 DDPG agent with different noise levels 
The original ensemble uses 0.5 for the variability of the DDPG agent’s action noise [8]: 
 
action_noise = OrnsteinUhlenbeckActionNoise(mean=np.zeros(n_actions), sigma=float(0.5) *     
np.ones(n_actions))  
 
Running 30 simulations of the DDPG agent with different levels of this noise produced the               
following results: 
 

 
 
Table 8: Performance of the original DDPG agent  versus a DDPG with lower and higher action noise 
 

 

B.3 DDPG agent with alternative reward function 
In order to minimize transaction costs further we tried to discourage the agent to trade               
excessively by amending the reward function. 
 
Original reward function: self.reward = end_total_asset - begin_total_asset 
 
Alternative reward function: self.reward = end_total_asset - begin_total_asset - (self.cost**1.4) 
 
A simulation of 30 runs produced the following results: 
 

 
 
Table 9: Performance of the original DDPG agent versus a DDPG agent with an alternative reward function 
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Even though the DDPG agent with the alternative reward function produced higher Sharpe             
ratios, the difference between the original DDPG risk-adjusted returns and this agent’s Sharpe             
ratios are not significant: 
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B.4 Ensemble with highest return instead of highest risk-adjusted         
return as selection criteria after validation period 
As the random-choice ensemble of 4.1.4 did no worse than the original ensemble, we explored               
an alternative agent selection process after the validation period based on the highest absolute              
return produced during the validation period instead of the highest risk-adjusted return: 
 

 
 
Table 10: Performance of the original ensemble versus the ensemble based on absolute returns during the validation                 
period 
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